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1 Introduction 

Effective event logging ensures network and application health, performance, and security. This document 

represents the types of events logged by tools used in YouTestMe.  
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2 Monitoring and Event Logging Tools 

2.1 Zabbix  

Zabbix is an open-source software tool to monitor IT infrastructure such as networks, servers, virtual 

machines, and cloud services.  

 

Zabbix monitors many system resources, the current performance of servers, network load, and server 

availability. It also monitors resources for the server applications such as Apache Tomcat, Apache Web 

server, PostgreSQL, and many others.  

Some of the most outstanding features are problem notifications and event reports.   
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2.2 Graylog 

Graylog is defined in terms of a log management platform for collecting, indexing, and analyzing both 

structured and unstructured data from almost any source.  

Centralized logging provides essential benefits:  

- Placing all the records in a single location simplifies log analysis and correlation tasks.  

- Providing a secure storage area for log data 

 

Graylog allows aggregating data from multiple sources, initiating a search across multiple parameters, and 

analyzing, visualizing, and reporting on the data. Alerts could also be triggered when certain thresholds are 

exceeded, or suspicious patterns emerge. 

Graylog alerts are periodical searches that can trigger notifications when a defined condition is satisfied.  
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2.3 Site24x7 

Site24x7 brings together metrics, traces, and logs monitoring under one console for different layers of cloud 

architecture. Monitor the uptime and performance of websites, online applications, and servers.   

 

Site24x7 is mostly used to detect downtime and latency on the applications.  
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2.4 Wazuh  

Wazuh is a free, open-source, enterprise-ready security monitoring solution for threat detection, integrity 

monitoring, incident response, and compliance.   

 

Wazuh detects attack attempts by analyzing system logs and matching them with known patterns. Detected 

attacks with high severity levels are reported immediately via email.  

All detected attempts are later listed in generated reports with suggested solutions and vulnerabilities 

found in the system.  

 


